Background: Object-based attention can group image elements of spatially extended objects into coherent representations, but its mechanisms have remained unclear. The mechanisms for object-based attention may include shape-selective neurons in higher visual cortical areas that feed back to lower areas to simultaneously enhance the representation of all image elements of a relevant shape. Another, nonexclusive mechanism is the spread of attention in early visual cortex according to Gestalt rules, which could successively add new elements to a growing object representation. Results: We investigated the dynamics of object-based attention in the primary visual cortex of monkeys trained to perform a contour-grouping task. The animals mentally traced a target curve through the visual field and ignored a distracting curve. Neuronal responses elicited by the target curve were enhanced relative to those elicited by distracting curve. Remarkably, the response enhancement was delayed for neurons with receptive fields farther from the start of the tracing process. We could therefore measure propagation speed and found that it was low if curves were nearby and that it increased if curves were far apart. The results are well explained by an ''attentional growth-cone'' model, which holds that the response enhancement can spread in multiple visual cortical areas with different receptive field sizes at a speed of approximately 50 ms per receptive field. Conclusions: Our findings support an active role for early visual areas in object-based attention because neurons in these areas gradually spread enhanced activity over the representation of relevant objects.
Introduction
Visual perception starts with the local analysis of the features in the scene by neurons with small receptive fields (RFs) in the retina, lateral geniculate nucleus, and the early stages of the visual cortex. A single perceptual object is therefore represented by many neurons, distributed across multiple brain regions. For many tasks, it is essential that the visual system imposes structure onto these distributed representations; visual features of a single object need to be grouped into a coherent representation. For example, if we grasp an object, we need to know which features belong to it so that we can place our fingers on surfaces that belong to the object. Our visual system is therefore equipped with powerful mechanisms for perceptual grouping [1] so that all image elements of relevant objects can be processed jointly, and segregated from other objects and the background. However, the neuronal mechanisms for perceptual organization are only partially understood.
Here, we use a curve-tracing task to test grouping mechanisms that have been put forward in the literature. In Figure 1A , for example, contour grouping is required if you want to determine which electric plug is connected to the hair dryer. The first possible mechanism involves neurons in higher cortical areas such as the inferotemporal cortex, where neurons are tuned to complex shapes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Neurons tuned to the overall shape of one of the cables of Figure 1A might contribute to the perceptual grouping of its parts. If there are multiple objects in a scene, their representations compete in inferotemporal cortex [8] (Figure 1B ), until the representation of the relevant object is enhanced over the representation of irrelevant objects [9, 10] . At a psychological level of description, object-based attention is directed to the relevant shape [11, 12] . Inferotemporal cortex can then feed back to lower visual areas to also enhance the representation of the individual contour elements of the relevant curve relative to the representation of irrelevant curves, as has been observed in previous work [13] [14] [15] [16] . If feedback from shape-selective cortex is responsible for the response enhancement in early visual cortex, the representations of all contour elements of the relevant curve might be enhanced at the same time ( Figure 1B) .
The second possible mechanism permits grouping of image elements that are related to each other by low-level grouping cues, such as collinearity and connectedness [17, 18] . The grouping process based on these low-level Gestalt cues can also work for objects with unfamiliar shapes, i.e., if cells that code the overall shape do not exist. This form of grouping could take place in early visual areas [19] because neurons that code elements of the same curve enhance their firing rate, which could act as a code for binding [1, 20] . According to this mechanism, the response enhancement would start at cued parts of an object before it spreads to its other parts ( Figure 1C ). Such a spreading mechanism can explain why the time required to group contour elements into a curve increases linearly with the number of contour elements that have to be grouped [21, 22] . Human observers indeed gradually spread their attention over the relevant curve [23] [24] [25] as can be measured in their electroencephalogram [26] .
Even within the domain of Gestalt grouping, different mechanisms have been proposed ( Figures 1C and 1D ). Jolicoeur and coworkers [21, 27, 28] suggested that the curve-tracing task is solved by shifting a variably sized zoom-lens of attention over the relevant curve ( Figure 1D ). Zooming explains why tracing speed in human perception depends on the distance between a target curve and the distracting curves. If the curves are far apart, the zoom-lens is large and a few shifts suffice for a long curve. If the curves are nearby, however, the zoom-lens contracts and tracing speed decreases [21, 27] .
The alternative possibility is that attention spreads gradually ( Figure 1C ) from a cued location to all segments of the relevant curve. Whereas the zoom-lens enhances the representation of only a small segment of the target curve at any one time, a gradual, object-based spread of attention would eventually label the entire curve with enhanced activity so that all its contour elements could be bound as one perceptual group ( Figure 1C) .
In the present study we wished to tease apart these possible mechanisms by measuring the time course of attention shifts in primary visual cortex (V1). We address the following questions: (1) Is there a gradual increase of the latency of the attentional response modulation along a traced curve (as in Figures  1C and 1D )? (2) Does the response enhancement stay on the initial segments of a target curve ( Figures 1B and 1D )? (3) Does the speed of the labeling process depend on the distance between the target curve and other objects in the display ( Figure 1D )?
Results
Two macaque monkeys performed the curve-tracing task depicted in Figure 2A . At the beginning of a trial, they directed gaze to a fixation point. After 300 ms, two curves with two red circles at their ends were displayed while the monkeys maintained fixation. One of the two curves was a target curve. This curve was connected to the fixation point, and the task of the monkeys was to locate the circle at the other end of this curve while ignoring the other curve that was a distractor. After 600 ms the fixation point disappeared, and the monkeys indicated their choice by making an eye movement to the circle at the end of the target curve. Figure 2B shows a set of stimuli that were used during one of the recording sessions. The stimuli that are shown above each other are called complementary because the target and distracter curves are interchanged by switching the connection with the fixation point. The two curves came close to each other at a location that we call the critical zone (blue square in Figure 2B ). Here, the curves either intersected or stayed apart (nonintersection). We manipulated the difficulty of the task by varying the gap between the curves (0.15-1. 8 ) or by changing the angle of the intersection ). The influence of the gap size on task difficulty depends on the eccentricity of the critical zone, because the acuity in peripheral vision is lower [29] . We therefore focused our analysis on pairwise comparisons between large-and small-gap stimuli with the same eccentricity of the critical zone. The size of the large gaps ranged from 0.35 to 1.8 and the size of small gaps from 0. 15 to 0.88 (overlap between ranges was small after normalizing for acuity; Figure S1A available online). For the intersections, the wider angles ranged from 72 to 90 and the narrower angles from 18 to 44 . Nonintersections with a small gap look similar to intersections with a sharp angle and, accordingly, the monkeys made more errors if the gap was small (large gap, 99.6% correct; small gap, 74% correct; p < 10
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, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) or if the curves intersected at a smaller angle (large angle, 95% correct; small angle, 90% correct; p < 10 26 ) [29] . We listed the performance of the two monkeys in Table S1 .
We recorded multiunit spiking activity with chronically implanted electrodes from a total of 82 recordings sites in area V1 during the task (monkey R, n = 44; monkey G, n = 38). We compared neuronal responses elicited by the target and distractor curve (i.e., attention in the RF versus outside; complementary conditions, shown above each other in Figure 2B ). Responses elicited by the target curve were generally stronger. The strength of attentional modulation varied across the recording sites ( Figure S2 ). Because we focus on the latency of modulation, we only included recording sites that were significantly modulated by attention in our analysis (p < 0.05 in a window from 200 to 500 ms; n = 27 and 26 in monkeys R and G, respectively) and correct trials. The location of the critical zone was kept constant within a recording session, but it differed between sessions because the stimuli were adapted to the RFs. The RFs were either between the fixation point and the critical zone or between the critical zone and the saccade targets. We refer to these RF locations as close and far, respectively ( Figure 2B ).
Neuronal Responses Evoked by the Close and Far Contours of the Target Curve
We examined how the contour selection process depends on RF location and on the distance between curves at the critical zone. Figure 3 shows the responses of two example V1 recording sites with a close and far RF recorded in the same session. We presented complementary stimuli with a gap size of 1.3 and 0.33 and intersections with angles of 90 and 22 . The initial transient response did not distinguish between the target and the distracter curve, but thereafter activity evoked by the target curve was enhanced relative to activity evoked by the distracter (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) [13, 29] . In order to estimate the latency of this attentional modulation, we fitted a function to the response difference and defined latency as the time when it reached 33% of its maximum (Supplemental Information). The latency for the recording site with a close RF was relatively constant across stimuli and ranged from 106 to 138 ms. The latency for the site with a far RF ranged from 177 ms for the gap of 1.3 to 347 ms for the gap of 0.33 , with intermediate values for stimuli with an intersection.
Time Course of Attentional Selection of Initial Segments of the Target Curve
The example recording session of Figure 3 illustrates a number of findings that we consistently observed across the population of recording sites. First, the enhancement of neuronal responses evoked by the initial segments of the target curve (close RFs, n = 18) was usually maintained for the entire duration of a trial ( Figure 4A , upper panels). We compared the strength of attentional modulation in an early (150-250 ms after stimulus onset) and a later time window (500-600 ms), (Figure 4B ). Thus, attentional modulation was maintained on the initial segments of the target curve until the end of the trial (as in Figures 1B and 1C) .
Latency of Attentional Modulation before and after the Critical Zone
In the example of Figure 3 , the attentional modulation occurred earlier at the close than the far RF. At the population level, the latencies of attentional modulation were also longer for neurons with far RFs than for neurons with close RFs ( Figure 4A ).
If the stimulus had a large gap, the attentional modulation for neurons with close RFs occurred at a latency of 126 ms, 38 ms before neurons with a far RF ( Figure 4A ) (p < 10 23 , bootstrapping; see Supplemental Information). This timing difference increased to 127 ms for stimuli with a narrow gap (p < 10 210 ). In case of an intersection with a large or small angle, the timing difference between close and far RFs was 49 and 89 ms, respectively ( Figure 4A ) (p < 0.01 in both cases). These effects were also reproduced when we compared the distributions of attentional latencies across individual recording sites (Figure 5 ), when we compared the same RFs in close and far configurations ( Figure S3A ), for simultaneously recorded RFs ( Figure S4 ), and in individual monkeys ( Figure S3B ; Table  S2 ). Interestingly, the latency difference was even present in error trials ( Figure S1C ), but now attention gradually spread over the erroneous curve, i.e., V1 neurons signaled a grouping process that got off track. These results support the models where the attentional selection of close contour elements precedes the selection of far contour elements ( Figures 1C  and 1D ).
Effects of Gap Size and Intersection Angle on Attentional Modulation Latency
In the example of Figure 3 , the latency of neurons with close RFs did not depend strongly on the critical zone, whereas it increased for far RFs in case of smaller gaps and sharper intersections. We also examined these effects at the population level ( Figure 4A ). For the close RFs, smaller gaps tended to reduce latency, but this effect was not significant (p = 0.07, bootstrapping test), and the angle of an intersection had little effect on latency (p > 0.45). In contrast, the onset of attentional modulation for far RFs increased from 164 to 240 ms if the gap became smaller (p < 0.001), and there was a trend for sharper intersection angles to increase latency (p = 0.09). We obtained similar results when we evaluated modulation latencies across individual sites ( Figure 5B ).
These findings are consistent with the spreading attention model ( Figure 1C ) because modulation is maintained on the start of the target curve, and modulation for close contour elements precedes modulation of more distal elements. However, one result is reminiscent of the zoom-lens model (Figure 1C) , because the speed of propagation decreased if the two curves came in close proximity. The zoom-lens shrinks at locations where the curves are nearby so that tracing slows down. And yet, the zoom-lens model does not predict the maintenance of modulation at the start of the target curve. Our results therefore inspire a new model that combines attentional spreading with zooming. We call this model the ''growth-cone'' model of object-based attention. It holds that The stimulus appeared after 300 ms of fixation and after an additional delay of 600 ms, they had to make an eye movement to the red circle at the end of the target curve that was connected to the fixation point.
(B) Different stimuli that were presented during a single recording session.
The stimuli differ at two locations, as the fixation point can be connected to either of the two curves and the contour segments within the critical zone (the blue square, not shown to the monkey) varied between stimuli so that the curves either intersected each other or stayed separate. We varied the distance between the curves if they did not cross each other and the angle of intersection if they did. The RFs of the neurons were either before (close RF) or after the critical zone (far RF).
attention spreads across the target curve with a speed that depends on growth-cone size ( Figure 6A ). If the target curve is far from other elements in the display, the growth cone is large so that attention spreads fast ( Figure 6A , upper row). It contracts and spreading slows down if the target curve comes close to a distractor ( Figure 6A , lower row). At the end of this tracing process, all the contour elements of the target curve are labeled by attention.
Comparison of the Growth-Cone Model to Other AttentionSpreading Models
To investigate whether the growth-cone model gives a useful description of the latency data, we compared a formal version of this model (defined below) to two other models. The first alternative model was an eccentricity model that assumes that latency only depends on RF eccentricity. RF position was correlated with eccentricity because the target curve started at the fixation point and the contour elements further along the curve had increasing eccentricity. The eccentricity model estimated the latency t(A) for an RF at location p A as follows:
where t C is the time required to initiate the tracing process, Ecc(A) is the eccentricity of p A , and a is in milliseconds/degree. We calculated the linear regression between eccentricity and latency for the four complementary stimulus pairs ( Figure 2B ) so that a single recording site could contribute up to four data points (excluding conditions with nonsignificant modulation). The correlation between latency and eccentricity of the RF was weak r = 0.13 ( Figure 6B ) and not significant (t test, p = 0.063, df = 204, n = 206 latency measurements). We also grouped the data into eight eccentricity groups (larger black points in Figure 6B ) but did not observe a clear relationship between eccentricity and latency. The second model was a pixel-by-pixel spreading model [21] assuming that the response enhancement spreads at a fixed speed, which does not depend on the distance between the curves. Thus, the attentional latency depends linearly on the arc length L(A) of the curve between the fixation point and the RF ( Figure 6C ):
The linear regression of was significant (p < 0.01), with a slope v of 10.5 ms/ and an intercept t C of 165 ms. However, the fit explained only 4% of the variance in the data, and the correlation coefficient was 0.2.
The third model is the growth-cone model, which differs from the pixel-by-pixel model because the speed of the spreading process now depends on the distance between the curves. The center of the growth cone falls on the target curve, and it is scaled such that it does not include points of the distracter curve ( Figure 6A ). We estimated the radius of the growth cone at each point p A of the target curve as the distance to the nearest point of the distractor. The time required for the tracing process to reach an RF at p A is as follows:
Here, b is the time (in milliseconds) required by a single shift of the growth cone, and L Norm (A) is the length of the curve between the fixation point and p A , but now measured in growth-cone shifts. Thus, L Norm is defined as follows:
where the sum is taken over subsequent points p A 0 on the target curve up to the RF location p A , p 0 is the fixation point and jjp A 0 2 p A 0 21 jj is the distance between successive points on the target curve. Equation 4 normalizes the distance between adjacent points of the curve to the growth-cone diameter (Diam(A 0 )), so that L Norm ðAÞ is a continuous (i.e., not integer) measure (see Figure 6A ). We had to make an additional assumption to model the data for stimuli with an intersection where the growth cone shrinks to a point so that it will not cross to the other side. We therefore assumed that the growth cone's diameter could not be smaller than a fixed value (a radius of 0. 5 ; the approximate size of a V1 RF). The precise value of this lower limit within a reasonable range (0.3-1
; Figure S5A ) had little influence on the quality of the fit.
A linear regression ( Figure 6D ) revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.51 (p < 10
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), and the model accounted for 26.6% of the variance. The fit quality was also evident when we subdivided the data into eight groups (black points in Figure 6D) . A bootstrapping test (and testing partial correlations; Supplemental Information) revealed that the fit of the growthcone model was superior to that of the other two models (both Ps < 10 23 ). b in Equation 3 estimates the time of a growth cone shift, which was 49 ms (95% confidence interval: 38-60 ms; 45 ms/shift for G and 55 ms/shift for R; Figure S5B ), while the offset t C was 118 ms. The main analysis used the point in time when modulation reached 33% of its maximum as measure for latency, but the results were similar for different latency criteria or when using different methods to measure latency (Supplemental Information). One of the alternative methods also controlled for the possibility that the longer latencies were caused by a slower build up of the modulation [30] . Thus, these additional analyses imply that our estimate of w50 ms per growth-cone shift is robust and that it cannot explained by a slower buildup of modulation further along the curve.
Discussion
Here, we have investigated the dynamics of object-based attention in area V1 during a contour-grouping task and obtained a number of new results. First, the attentional selection of the initial contour elements of a curve precedes the selection of contour elements that are further along the curve. Second, the neuronal response enhancement for the initial contour elements persists so that eventually the entire curve is labeled by attention. Third, variations in the distance between curves influences the modulation latency, but only distal to the distance manipulation. The spread of attention is slowest at locations where curves are nearby, in accordance with psychophysical results in human observers [21] . Fourth, a growth-cone model provided a good fit to the data, and we estimated that a growth-cone shift takes approximately 50 ms.
A Growth-Cone Model of ObjectBased Attention
We and others [1, 19, 31] have previously suggested that contour grouping could be implemented in the visual cortex as the propagation of an enhanced response between neurons with nearby and wellaligned RFs tuned to the same orientation. If monkeys direct attention to a particular contour, the neuronal responses evoked by this contour element are enhanced, and this response enhancement spreads to other contours that are in good continuation [20] . Horizontal connections could spread the enhanced activity because they link neurons with RFs in collinear configurations, in accordance with the Gestalt grouping rule of good continuation [32, 33] . This selectivity can also explain how the enhanced activity crosses an intersection as contour elements of the target curve on both sides of the intersection are well aligned. A model based on these principles has been illustrated in Figure 7A , where V1 neurons activated by collinear line elements (gray circles in lower panel) propagate an enhancement of neuronal activity (yellow) through horizontal connections.
The model of Figure 7A with a single area behaves as the pixel-by-pixel model with a constant propagation speed (Figure 6C) . Extensions of this model that account for the distance dependence were proposed in computer vision [34] and for the visual cortex [19, 24] . These extensions propagate the enhanced activity in multiple visual areas, representing the stimulus at different spatial resolutions ( Figure 7B ). When curves are far apart, neurons in higher areas with large RFs participate in the propagation ( Figure 7C) . Here, the horizontal connections link neurons with RFs that are farther apart so that the propagation speed (in degrees per second) increases. This faster progress is fed back to lower areas through feedback connections, so that the propagation speed apparent in V1 is higher than could be achieved by the V1 horizontal connections alone.
Feedback is advantageous because the lower areas have to take over the propagation when other curves are nearby.
Indeed, if curves are nearby (as the lines in Figure 7A ), the RFs of higher areas fall on multiple curves, and propagation has to be blocked as the enhanced response could otherwise spill over to the wrong curve. The mechanism that blocks propagation is unknown, but it is presumably related to the competitive interactions between image elements that occur within the RFs of neurons in higher visual areas [35] . Now neurons in lower visual areas with smaller RFs have to drive the propagation process at the required high spatial resolution, albeit at a lower speed. Figure 7C illustrates the grouping of contour elements at multiple scales. The correspondence between this cortical model and the growth-cone model is evident. The size of the attentional growth cone corresponds to RF size in the area where the tracing process can make fastest progress by horizontal propagation (compare Figure 6A to Figure 7C ). We recently found that V1 and the frontal eye fields select the target curve at approximately the same time [30] , and we have preliminary evidence that the same holds true for the different layers of V1 itself (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). Future studies could also record from intermediate areas, such as V2 and V4 to further test the predictions of the growth-cone model.
The growth-cone model has the desirable property that it is scale invariant, just as the reaction times of observers in the curve-tracing task [36] . If an observer views a curve-tracing stimulus from nearby, the length of the curves (in degrees) increases, but the RF size in the areas with fastest progress increases proportionally so that the total processing time remains constant.
Low-and High-Level Grouping Cues
In the Introduction, we considered the possibility that attentional selection might first take place in higher cortical areas tuned to shapes that then feed back to the lower areas. Our results do not support the simplest version of such a model ( Figure 1B) where the competition between shapes is first resolved in the higher areas before they provide feedback to the lower areas, because we observed an increase in modulation latency along the curve. Nevertheless, it seems likely that feedback is important for contour grouping so that early visual areas can benefit from the faster propagation in higher visual areas if curves are far apart ( Figure 7B) . Furthermore, psychophysical studies demonstrated that grouping of image elements of familiar shapes is more efficient than that of novel shapes, in accordance with a role for higher visual areas [37, 38] . If shapes are unfamiliar, however, horizontal connections in lower areas can take over by spreading the response enhancement according to the low-level Gestalt rules [20] .
Thus, attention can spread according to both high-and low-level grouping cues so that it can adopt the shape of the relevant object and bind its image elements into a coherent representation [11, 12] . In the case of contour grouping, this incremental grouping process appears to be possible for only one object at a time [22] .
Speed of the Horizontal Propagation of Object-Based Attention
The present study is the first to measure how attention spreads within an object representation in visual cortex. We found that it takes w116 ms to initiate the tracing process (intercept in Figure 6D ) and that a single growth-cone shift to an adjacent contour element requires w50 ms. This shift time corresponds to the propagation of the enhanced response from a neuron to a neighboring neuron with an abutting, nonoverlapping RF (Figure 7 ) in the area where RFs are as large as possible but do not fall on the distractor. It is likely that neurons with partially overlapping RFs enhance their response at intermediate time points as we envision a wave of enhanced activity along the curve rather than a discrete, stepwise process. In area V1, neurons with abutting, nonoverlapping RFs in V1 are separated by 2-4 mm [39, 40] , and the distance between neurons with nonoverlapping RFs (population point image) is only slightly larger in higher visual areas [40] . Our results therefore suggest that the propagation speed by horizontal connections in V1 and higher visual areas is approximately 4-8 cm/s (i.e., 2-4 mm/50 ms). This value falls within the range of previous neurophysiological estimates of the speed of horizontal propagation in cortex, and psychophysical estimates of the speed of curve tracing in human observers (see Supplemental Discussion in Supplemental Information).
Visual perception starts with a rapid phase of feedforward processing that activates feature-and shape-selective neurons in lower and higher areas of the visual cortex [1, 6] . The contour-grouping task invokes a later, serial process that labels an elongated curve with object-based attention. Is this serial grouping process a peculiarity, or does it also occur in other tasks? We recently showed that serial grouping also occurs for image elements related by common fate, color similarity, or proximity [22] . Furthermore, serial grouping occurs in natural scenes. Whereas the identification of, e.g., animals or vehicles in natural scenes occurs rapidly [4, 6] , a timeconsuming, serial process is invoked if subjects have to report about the grouping of features of animals or vehicles [38] . These results raise the exciting possibility that the gradual spread of enhanced activity is a universal process, which also occurs during the perception of natural scenes.
Experimental Procedures
Two macaque monkeys participated in the experiments. All procedures complied with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. Details of the task and data analysis are described in Supplemental Information. (B) If the distance between curves is larger, neurons in higher areas with larger RFs (here, only V2 is shown) speed up the propagation of the enhanced response. This higher speed is also visible in V1 because the higher areas provide feedback. (C) The distance between the target and distractor curve determines the level of the visual system where the propagation of the enhanced response makes fastest progress. If the gap is narrow, the propagation has to take place in lower areas with smaller RFs, at the cost of a decrease in speed.
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